Multispectral plasmon-induced transparency in hyperfine terahertz meta-molecules.
We experimentally and theoretically demonstrated an approach to achieve multispectral plasmon-induced transparency (PIT) by utilizing meta-molecules that consist of hyperfine terahertz meta-atoms. The feature size of such hyperfine meta-atoms is 400 nm, which is one order smaller than that of normal terahertz metamaterials. The hyperfine meta-atoms with close eigenfrequencies and narrow resonant responses introduce different metastable energy levels, which makes the multispectral PIT possible. In the triple PIT system, the slow light effect is further confirmed as the effective group delay at three transmission windows can reach 7.3 ps, 7.4 ps and 4.5 ps, respectively. Precisely controllable manipulation of the PIT peaks in such hyperfine meta-molecules was also proven. The new hyperfine planar design is not only suitable for high-integration applications, but also exhibits significant slow light effect, which has great potential in advanced multichannel optical information processing. Moreover, it reveals the possibility to construct hyperfine N-level energy systems by artificial hyperfine plasmonic structures, which brings a significant prospect for applications on miniaturized plasmonic devices.